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Underactuated Comanipulation for Ultrasound Breast Exams

Anja Marx, Marie-Aude Vitrani, Serge Muller and Guillaume Morel

Abstract— We investigate the possibility of providing ade-
quate task assistance using under-actuated robots for human-
robot tool co-manipulation. This novel approach optimizes
robot-user synergy without taking into account any a priori
knowledge of parameters depending on the user. Six different
actuation modes were compared for a localization and scanning
task. The best performance gain was achieved for 1 degree of
under-actuation.

I. COMANIPULATION FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

Co-manipulated devices are systems in which the robot
and the user work together to manipulate the same tool.
This paradigm is particularly interesting for medical applica-
tions, because co-manipulation devices allow the physician
to remain with the patient during the intervention. In an
ideal co-manipulated system, the medical movement remains
unchanged. The robot acts as a device providing active
support to improve performance and make the gesture safer.

This paper focuses on co-manipulation systems intended
to guide the user by imposing kinematic constraints on the
tool.

Schneider et al. propose a semi-passive device called
“Passive Arm with Dynamic Constraints” (PADyC, [1]). Its
mechanical design allows limiting of tool motions according
to a planned task. A geometrical zone is defined in which
the surgeon can move freely. When moving out of the
zone the surgeon feels forces applied by the robot to move
him/her back inside the prescribed zone. This geometrical
guidance function is also proposed in [2] and [3]. Davies
et al. present a robot for knee surgery named ACROBOT
(Active Constraint ROBOT). The co-manipulation does not
result from a mechanical constraint but is provided by force
control. Different force constraint regions can be defined for
the robot. The basic idea behind active constraint control is to
gradually increase the stiffness of the robot as it approaches
the predefined restricted areas. The same principle is used
to control the Surgicobot robot (based on a haptic device)
which can be programmed with a desired apparent stiffness
within a relatively wide range, but without force sensors [4].

To the best of our knowledge, all systems within this latter
class have sufficient actuated degrees of freedom (DOFs) to
perform the task without a human user. However, imposing
the desired kinematic constraints generally does not require
as many actuators. The immediate advantage of actuating
less DOFs (i.e. using an under-actuated robot regarding the
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task’s DOFs) is to have a more compact, less complex system
at a lower cost. In this paper, we study possibilities of
providing adequate task assistance for co-manipulation tasks
by comparing six different robot actuation modes. An initial
study has already shown promising results using under-
actuated guidance [5].

Section II presents the particular medical context of
breast cancer detection and the interest in under-actuated
co-manipulation. The task is then described and the effects
of robot under-actuation on task execution are discussed.
Finally, the experimental set-up, protocol and results are dealt
with in Section III.

II. CO-MANIPULATION FOR U/S PROBE GUIDING

A. Clinical Context and Medical Gesture

We applied the principle of co-manipulation for guidance
to the medical context of breast cancer diagnosis where
the current standard procedure is the succession of an ini-
tial mammography (MX) examination and a supplementary
Ultrasound (U/S) scan. The surgeon’s task is to localize
the target lesion defined in the MX images using 2D U/S.
The difficulty of this procedure results from the fact that
breast geometry changes from one examination to the other
due to different patient positions. As in [5], the proposed
system facilitates this combined examination by keeping the
patient’s position, and thus the breast geometry, and by
adding a U/S probe guidance robot to the mammography
system. The surgeon’s task is reduced to 4DOF w.r.t. the
compression paddle: two translations of the probe tip on
the paddle (assumed to be planar) one rotation around the
normal of the paddle surface, and a second rotation around
the intersection line of the paddle surface and the U/S image
plane.

B. Task Modelling

A geometric representation of the task and its set-up can
be found in fig.1. The compression paddle is associated with
a plane π. The U/S-plane is denoted by U. The following
orthonormal coordinate frames are defined:

• FP = (P, ~xP , ~yP , ~zP ), the frame attached to the probe
P with ~zP being the normal vector of U .

• F0 = (O0, ~x0, ~y0, ~z0), the frame attached to the paddle
with O0 being a point belonging to the plane π and ~z0
the plane’s normal vector.

Following notions are defined:
• The U/S-probe is handled by the user at H .
• The robot impacts on the probe at R.
• The mid point of the suspicious lesion is denoted I and−→
II1 denotes its rectangular projection on U .
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• The projection of I on the main axis of the U/S-plane
(a :
−−→
O0P + λ~yP = 0) is −→II2.

Successful accomplishment of the task is defined as the
intersection of a and I , i.e. when the lesion is centered in
the U/S image. The task is hence divided into two parts:

1) lesion intersection with the U/S-plane (I = I1)
2) centering of the lesion in the image (I1 = I2).
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Fig. 1. Geometrical model
of a U/S scan through a rigid
compression paddle.

Fig. 2. Subject performing test.

C. Robot Actuation

It is important to permit imaging of the surrounding
lesion tissues. Consequently, the robot should not completely
prevent the user from moving away from the target. To
simulate such behavior, a robot control that generates a
wrench corresponding to the sum of two compression springs
with respective stiffnesses k1 and k2 was implemented. Both
springs have a free length of 0mm. One connects I and I1
whereas the second one connects I1 and I2:

Etask =

{
−k1
−→
II1
~0

}
I1

+

{
−k2
−−→
I1I2
~0

}
I2

D. Underactuation Modes

In order to take into account the aspect of underaction,
Etask is multiplied with a boolean diagonal matrix A of
elements ai, i ∈ {1, .., 6}, indicating the under-actuated
movements in the probe’s frame.

The final wrench applied is hence:

EU = AEtask|P
There are 26 = 64 possible actuation modes. An a priori
analysis of the effect of each possible movement in FP helps
to reduce the number of tested actuation modes to six. Table
I sums up the possible forces and moments applicable at P in
FP and their effects on task accomplishment, e.g. centering
the lesion (I2 = I1) or assuring intersection between the
U/S-plane and the lesion (I = I1).

The six compared robot controls are indicated in tab.II.
They correspond to a transparent robot (mode 1) and a fully
actuated robot (mode 2). Mode 3 only actuates moments,
whereas mode 4 actuates only forces. Thus, modes 2 - 4
correspond to standard mechanical systems. In mode 5, two
possibilities of helping to establish U/S-plane and lesion

intersection (I = I1) are actuated: forces along ~zP and
moments around (P, ~xP ). To complete mode 5, mode 6
provides additional help to center the lesion in the U/S image
(I = I1 ∧ I1 = I2) by actuating forces along ~xP and
moments around (P, ~zP ).

TABLE I
UNDERACTUATION EFFECTS AT P IN FP

Under-actuation applied force effect on target-to-U/S-plane relation
components of A or moment

a1 ~xP centering(I2 = I1)
a2 ~yP loss of paddle contact
a3 ~zP intersection(I = I1)
a4 (P, ~xP ) intersection(I = I1)
a5 (P, ~yP ) intersection(I = I1)
a6 (P, ~zP ) centering(I2 = I1)

TABLE II
ACTUATION MODES COMPARED DURING EXPERIENCES

Actuated dimensions a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

Mode 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mode 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Mode 3 0 0 0 1 1 1
Mode 4 1 1 1 0 0 0
Mode 5 0 0 1 1 0 0
Mode 6 1 0 1 1 0 1

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Setup

Fig.2 depicts the complete test setup. A Virtuose 6D (Hap-
tion, France), a highly backdrivable robot was used. Force
and torque coordinates can easily be independently set to
zero to simulate under-actuation in the robot point of action.
These characteristics make it appropriate for testing under-
actuation modes. An Ultrasonix RP Ultrasound system was
used with a 9L linear transducer (Ultrasonix, France). The
experimental setup also comprises a phantom box simulating
the patient’s breast compressed in the mammography system.
A computer screen is placed in front of the subject and
displays the 3D slice reconstructions of the breast phantom.
The subjects are free to navigate within the MX images using
the scroll ball of a computer mouse, as it is done during
the standard work flow of mammography image reading.
MX images were acquired using an investigational 3D MX
device based on a Senographe DS (GE Healthcare, Chalfont
St Giles, UK). In addition, a controller was implemented to
steer the robot.

B. Protocol

The medical movement of manual U/S breast scans
through a compression paddle can be divided into three sub-
tasks. First, by referring only to external breast geometries,
the radiologist positions the U/S-probe on the paddle in the
approximate position where the target is expected to appear
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Fig. 3. U/S image during tests. Left: breast border, Top: artifacts due to
compression paddle, Bottom: artifacts due to plate simulating the detector,
Middle: cystic lesion (black) and tumor lesion (white)

in the U/S images. If the U/S image does not show a lesion,
the probe is moved until a first guess at the lesion localization
is obtained.

In a second consecutive step, the radiologist images the
target’s surrounding tissue to verify the proper target localiza-
tion, notably its position w.r.t. other points in the breast. Once
the radiologist is assured about the proper lesion localization,
subtask 3 consists of a precise scan of the lesion made to
determine its nature (e.g. contours, size). To compare the
different performances, a rest probe position was determined
in one corner of the breast phantom.

The two tests performed are:

• test 1: subtask one and two: approximate target local-
ization followed by proper target identification.

• test 2: subtask three: entire target lesion-scan.

Four different scanning methods were compared with test
two, while all were executed with six different robot control
(i.e. a total of 24 runs for test two per subject). First, the user
was asked to visualize the lesion in the U/S images under as
many different perspectives as possible within 30sec. For the
three remaining scanning methods, the subjects were asked
to execute a particular movement and had only 10sec to scan
the lesion: translations on the compression paddle, rotations
around the paddle’s normal vector ~z0 and rotations around
the intersection of the U/S-plane and the paddle surface (~zP∧
~z0).

To avoid increasing learning effects, all tests 1 have been
executed in a row and prior to tests 2. The subjects have
thus not been accustomed to the phantom during tests one. A
total of 22 subjects performed all test series in a randomized
fashion (fig.2).

C. Results and Discussion

1) Test 1: Users performed worst regarding precision with
mode 1, i.e. with a transparent robot (fig.4). In this mode,
the mean U/S-plane to target distance was the largest with
0.8cm (σ=1.43cm). As expected, users performed best in
terms of precision with a fully actuated robot, mode 2. The
mean distance was only 0.05cm (0.17cm), which represents
an improvement of 93.58% w.r.t. mode 1.Using modes 3
and 4, subjects achieved a precision increase of 62.88%
and 66.37% respectively. The measured mean U/S-plane to
target distances were 0.31cm (0.45cm) and 0.28cm (1.18cm)
repectively.

Results of for modes 5 and 6 are were better than for
modes 3 and 4, however there they were not as hight good
as those for mode 1: 0.17cm (0.79cm) and 0.12cm (0.41cm)
mean distance for mode 5 and 6 respectively. These results
show a 79.69% and 85.07% respective improvement in terms
of precision.

The time needed to localize the lesion was one of the
longest in mode 1, taking up 20.11% (10.58%) of the entire
time span for tests 1. Only mode 3 was slower with 21.61%
(8.61%), which decreased the test duration by 7.47%. In
modes 2, 4 and 6, localization time was similar (14.26%
(6.53%), 13.55% (7.01%) and 13.71% (9.28%)). The The
duration reduction percentages are 29.10%, 32.59% and
31.79% respectively for those three modes. Mode 5 still
reached 16.66% improvement w.r.t. mode 1, i.e. localization
time was 16.76% (9.84%).

One factor ANOVA, with subjects as repeated mea-
sures, was run for each indicator. The 6 actuation modes
have a significant effect on the U/S-plane to target dis-
tances (F5=3.983, p=0.0023902). Results of completion time
(F5=2.9363, p=0.016029) showed a less but still significant
effect for the 6 experimental conditions. Both conclusions
are valid to a significance level of 5%.

2) Test 2: With mode 1 and 3, scanning time was 56.74%
(3.33%) and 58.84% (6.57%) of the total time (fig.5). Users
thus only spent about half of the time imaging the lesion,
whereas it was not visible in the U/S images. However with
mode 2 and 4 to 6, scanning time was between 89.75%
(3.36%) and 94.74% (2.42%), which is equivalent to an
improvement percentage of 58.18% to 66.97% w.r.t. mode
1.

The maximum U/S-plane to target distance is the largest
in modes 1 and 3 (0.95cm (0.47cm) and 0.89cm (0.38cm)),
compared to distances between 0.12cm (0.05cm) and 0.19cm
(0.15cm) for modes 2 and 4 to 6. The maximum distance was
thus decreased by 79.61% to 87.41% in modes 2 and 4 to 6.
A similar relation can be observed for the mean U/S-plane to
target distance. Mean distance values are 0.35cm (0.09cm)
and 0.36cm (0.11cm) for modes 1 and 3 respectively. With
modes 2 and 4 to 6, only between 0.05cm (0.01cm) and
0.07cm (0.05cm) mean U/S-plane to target distance was
measured, corresponding to improvements between 79.76%
and 86.41%.

One factor ANOVA run with subjects as repeated mea-
sures again showed a significant effect of the six actu-
ation modes: F5=25.2254, p<0.0001 for scanning time,
F5=18.7332, p<0.0001 for max U/S-plane to target distance
and F5=23.4730, p<0.0001 for mean U/S-plane to target
distance. P-values are equally below 10−4 for results of each
independent test 2 series (i.e. free movement of all three
imposed movements).

Contrary to what was expected, one can not state a
significant difference between the scanned target volumes
for each mode (F5=1.5832, p=0.22456). Even if the users
spend more time scanning the lesion in modes 2 and 4 to 6,
they do not take advantage of this to explore the entire lesion.
They image the same parts repetitively. The only statistically
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significant result regarding the scanned volume (F5=9.0250,
p<0.0001) was obtained for an imposed translational move-
ment. 87.54% and 88.50% scanned volume for modes 1 and
3, contrary to 71.99% to 73.45% for modes 2 and 4 to 6. This
is probably due to the fact that the user made uncontrolled
movements in modes 1 and 3. Subjects reported disliking
mode 3 (where only moments were applied) because the
robot ’turned the probe in an unusual manner’.
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Fig. 4. Results of tests 1: mean localization time and U/S-plane to target
distance.
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Fig. 5. Results of tests 2: merged results of scanning time, U/S-plane to
target distance and scanned volume.

3) Discussion: One can clearly identify mode 6 as the
best performing mode with a 13.30% improvement w.r.t.
mode 1, followed by mode 2 with a 10.77% improvement.
This is certainly a surprising result since mode 6 is under-
actuated. However, modes 2 and 6 are very close in terms of
robot control. Mode 6 only leaves out moments around ~yP .
Rotations around ~yP help intersection with the U/S-plane
and the target. This movement is overloaded twice in mode
6.

From a conceptual point of view, modes 5 and 6 do not
correspond to a standard mechanical system. This would
mean elevated manufacturing costs which may not justify
their slight performance advance compared to common
mechanisms as represented by mode 4. Mode 4, applying
only forces, increased system precision by 66.37% and
reduced completion time by 32.59% during tests 1. Perfor-
mances for test 2 in mode 4 are comparable to modes 5 and

6, reaching 91.57% scanning time and about 80% precision
gain. Mode 4 may therefore be a compromise bewteen
performance enhancement and reduction of manufacturing
costs.

Users jointly rejected mode 3 due to the uncommon haptic
sensations it provokes when the U/S-probe is turned in the
user’s hand (remember that mode 3 only actuates rotations).
This is shown by its poor performances w.r.t. mode 1,
especially for localization time in test 1, where test duration
even decreased by 7.47%. For test 2, mode 3 did not show
any overall improvement. It is however interesting to notice,
that users were capable of increasing precision during test 1
(62.88%) despite this ’unhandy’ mode 3.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Different modes for adequate task assistance using under-
actuated robots for tool guidance were compared. The exam-
ple studied focuses on U/S examinations consecutive to 3D
MX scans for early breast cancer detection.

In this approach, a robot co-manipulates a hand-held U/S-
probe and is programmed to assist the user in localizing
and scanning a lesion previously identified thanks to a mam-
mography scan. It provides force feedback to help establish
a U/S-plane and target intersection as well as centering
the lesion in the U/S image. This guidance is provided
by applying simple forces and torques on the U/S probe.
Depending on the simulated degree of under-actuation, force
and moment components can be set to zero to simulate under-
actuation of the robot.

User performances using different under-actuation modes
of the system to conduct a scanning task were compared
to data on usual U/S scanning without active robot support.
Four under-actuation modes were tested. Performance gains
for localization/pointing tasks can be achieved using any of
the under-actuated modes other than mode 3. The best under-
actuated guidance was provided with only 1 degree of under-
actuation, compared to the 5DOF of the task in FP . It is thus
possible to obtain synergistic robot-human behavior using
a partial-guidance system. The missing actuated DOF are
compensated for the user knowing the actual task to perform.
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